Hamilton Sorter Custom
Capabilities
Ridge High School
Photography and
Ceramics Studios
This casework configuration is designed to meet
specific size and functional requirements in the
Photography Studio,
including: Tall,ventilated
cabinets with space for
film strip drying, lockable
storage compartments for
securing camera equipment and lockable drawers for supplies.

proposed redesign of Ridge High School’s Photography and
Ceramics Studios presented a series of functional, storage and
workflow challenges that needed to be addressed. Christine High,
Supervisor of Fine and Practical Arts, outlined some of the issues:
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• Students require storage space that will accommodate a variety of different projects, from oversized photographic prints to ceramic sculptures
• Specific functions like film drying need to be integrated into an overall
casework configuration
• Sinks need to be simultaneously accessible by groups of students
• Secure storage is necessary for expensive camera equipment

The top of this wall of
lockable storage cabinets in the Ceramics
Studio displays student
work, protected from
unintentional damage.

Working with Ms. High on the project, Dorothy Brittain of Garden State
Office Systems turned to Hamilton Sorter’s Custom Capabilities support
team for help in creating a Caseworks solution that met her client’s unique
needs. Because Hamilton’s modular components are easily modified to
meet specific size and functional requirements, a cost-effective solution
quickly emerged that met the school’s budget and design objectives.

This oversized sink is
built into a peninsula
island for multiple
access by students.

Hamilton’s system of
adjustable shelves are
repositionable in 1” vertical increments and feature easy to read full
width labels.

In the Photography Studio, Hamilton’s unique organizing shelf system
provides individually adjustable compartments for photographic projects,
and tall cabinets with ventilation grills facilitate air flow for film drying. In
the Ceramics Studio, wall mounted open shelving allows sculpture projects to air dry, while oversized sinks are built into peninsula islands with
accessibility from three sides. Overall, the configurations of drawers and
cabinets meet the facility’s specific storage needs and, Ms. High claims
“create greater flow and facilitate management...I really love it!”
Hamilton’s Custom Capabilities program is designed to provide value
engineered, custom solutions that meet the specific space, functional and
budget objectives of a project.

Modular Caseworks Solutions
You can learn more about Hamilton Sorter's Custom Capabilities at: www.hamiltonsorter.com
To speak to one of our customer service representatives, call: (800) 503 9966
Hamilton Sorter Co., Inc., 3158 Production Drive, Fairfield OH 45014

